The free choice whether or not to respond after stimulus presentation.
The concept of 'willed' actions has attracted attention during the last few years. Free choices have been associated with activations on the medial frontal surface, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the parietal lobe. Self-paced movements and free selection between various motor responses were typically used to investigate voluntary behavior. The aim of the present study was to determine neural correlates of voluntary motor responses and the voluntary inhibition of motor responses in a group of healthy subjects. Hence, a go/nogo/voluntary selection paradigm was used. In the voluntary selection condition subjects decided freely whether or not to respond with a button press after stimulus presentation. Functional MRI data and event-related potentials were acquired simultaneously in order to reliably investigate spatial and temporal characteristics of these responses. The results showed decision-related enhanced neural responses predominantly in the medial frontal gyrus/supplementary motor area, lateral frontal brain regions and the inferior parietal gyrus. Additional activations associated with voluntary movements were detected in the frontal eye field as well as brain regions directly linked to motor responses (e.g. somatosensory cortical areas). Altogether, decision processes were shown to be relatively independent of the kind of response chosen.